
DrawerBOX Assembly Guide

COUNTLESS
POSSIBILITIES

MODULAR CABINET SYSTEMS 
100% --- CANADIAN MADE

BRING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFEBEAUTIFULLY
SIMPLE

KITCH FRONT



Tools Required

Cordless drill with adjustable torque settings.
Kitch Assembly Tool.

Recommended drill settings: low speed, with torque setting at 50%
of capacity, maximum torque of 2.5Nm (1.8ft. lbs).

#2 Robertson (square drive) screwdriver or screwdriver bit. 
Hardware needed:
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Inspect the Product

A friendly reminder to unwrap and inspect your Kitch products
before assembly and installation. You may find a blemish, but no
sweat! Our KitchBOX parts are universal, so just rotate the blemish
toward the back of your cabinet. 

If a remake is required, please take photos of any damages along
with the label on the piece and email them to hello@mykitch.ca.
We'll review and advise what the next steps will be for you.  You
have 15 DAYS from receiving your products to report these to us.
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Step 1

Hardware needed:

Attach the Drawer Bottom (KPDBO) to a Drawer Side (KPDSD)
using the Kitch Assembly Tool.



Step 2

Attach the Drawer Back (KPDBA) to the Drawer Side (KPDSD),
then, tighten the bottom fixing to the drawer back.



Step 3

Attach the other Drawer Side (KPDSD) to the Drawer Back (KPDBA)
and Drawer Bottom (KPDBO).
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Step 4

Insert the bumpers to the Drawer Front (KPDF).

If you're assembling an Inner DrawerBOX, skip to the next step.

Hardware needed:



Step 5

Attach Drawer Sides (KPDSD) to the Drawer Front (KPDF).

If you are assembling an Inner DrawerBOX, repeat this step with the
Inner Front (KPIDF).
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Tighten the Bottom (KPDBO) to the Drawer Front (KPDF). If you are
assembling an Inner DrawerBOX, repeat this step with the Inner Front
(KPIDF).

Using a #2 Roberston (square driver) screwdriver or driver bit, attach
the locking devices to the Drawer Bottom (KPDBO) with the screws
provided.

Helpful hint: the locking devices have a left and right side. They provide
up-and-down adjustment once the cabinet is installed to even out gaps.

Step 6

Hardware needed:



Step 7

Your Kitch DrawerBOX is now ready to be installed.


